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Abstract 

A survey on the theory of paramagnetic ions in erlstals 

is given. It serves as a background for presenting soa* recant 

applications in which nuclear properties are studied by aeans of 

the M S method. The following applications are discussed*' the 

finer affects in the hyperfine structure of ESR spectra» the tem

perature dependence of the hyperfine coupling ef S-state ions, 

the- observation of nuclear ototopic shift in B8lt. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since its discovery by Zavoisky in 1945. slectren sein 

resonance (ESR) sometimes called electron paramagnetic resonance 

or briefly paramagnetic resonance, has bsen developed rapidly 

and applied to a wide range of reeearch problems. Essentially it . 

forms a branch of high resolution spectroscopy using frequencies 

in the microwave region (*v 10» to 101 * Hz). Howsvsr, ESR differs 

from simple microwave spectroscopy in being concerned with para

magnetic materials; 

Due to its high sensitivity it is mainly used fer detec

ting small quantities of paramagnetic impurities or paramagnetic 

defects in different hosts ranging from liquids to crystalline 

* Lecture delivered at the International Sussex School on 

Frontier Problems in Nuclear and Solid State Physics, Predeal, 
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solids f'rom organic compounds to ienic erystalB, semiconductors 

of metals. 

It is well known that for a>i electron having a spin 

S • f/7 the angular momentum is Ml h and the magnetic moment as

sociated witii the spin of electron is given by 

Z>'-9t*t~
S (1) 

where 8 • <£— is the Bohr magneton and g the magnetogyric ratio 

of the electron equal to 2.0023. In a magnetic field H the compo

nent of the spin angular momentum in the field-direction is res-

trictsd to • Ml h. Thus, a graph of magnetic energy E *S-\x.ti 

against magnetic field strength consists of two straigth lines, 

which are the corresponding energy levels. 

The resonance condition for a transition between these two 

Zeeman componen ts is therefore 

hv • fleBeH (2) 

With a magnetic field of several thousand gauss, the ESR 

may be induced by suitably polarized microwave radiation, the 

Boltzman distribution of spins between the two states ensuring a 

net absorption of micr6wavs snergy. An ESR spectrometer is essen

tially a device for supplying microwave power to a cavity and de

tecting the changes in its quality factor Q, the microwave cavity 

being olaced in a strong homogeneous magnetic field. The resonance 

is sought by slowly varying the magnetic field through the value 

indicated by eq.2 and the signal may be displayed either on an 

oscilloscope or by means of a recording potentiometer. 

Unlike the above simplest case of free electrons, in the 

case of paramagnetic impurities, tha ESR spectra does not consists 

of a single absorptipn line at-g > 2.0023 as other interactions 

due to the electronic orbital and nuclear angular momentum as well 



as the effect of crystalline neighbourhood should be considered. 

The presence of these interactions yields more complica

ted ESR spectra and their interpretation becomes a difficult 

task as many times lone and complicated calculations had to be 

performed. Despite this fact as soon as powerfull theoretical and 

experimental methods became available the number of results con

cerning tl-'e paramagnetic centers in different hosts•continuously 

increased. 

Aside its intrinsic interest. ESR spectroscopy has more 

applications some of them which relate to the theory of-solids. 

Our purpose is to present some applications in which the so cal

led hyperfine interactions due to the interaction of unpai' d 

electrons with the nuclei play the major role. This begins with a 

discussion about the interactions which should be taken into ac

count in describing the energy levels of an unpaired electron 

spin system in a crystalline solid. More detailes about the crys

tal field interaction will be given. Also we plan to discuss the 

dynamical effect of the crystal lattice introducing *-he orbit-

lattice Hamiltonian. In this connection the spin-lattice relaxa

tion process will be mentioned. 

Next we shall discuss the hyperfine interactions in ESR 

spectroscopy. A review of hyperfine effects in ESR of crystalline 

solids will be givsn. Further, the effect of temperature depen

dence of hyperfine splitting will be presented. 

Finally we shall focus our attention on some experiments 

concerning the observation of nuclear isotopic shift in ESR spec

tra. The experimental and theoretical work of Marshall et al on 

Fe in UgO and Ct in calcite is the basis of this discussion. 



II. FREE ION AND CRYSTAL-FIELD INTERACTIONS IN FSR 

Simple systems in isolation like the ab'ive mentioned example 

of free electrons in ? magnetic field experiencing either no exter

na} interactions or perhaps a few specified interactions represent 

usefull ideals from which may be developed complex systems which 

more closely approach those conditions that are normally encountered 

in ths laboratory. 

Such an example is the system of paramagnetic ions contained 

in a crystalline lattice. In this case the analysis of the energy 

levels should be started [1-7] by considering the "free ion interac

tions ". 

The major one is the Coulombian interaction between the 

electrons and the nucleus, 

where the sumation goes over the W electrons belonging to a paramag-

netic ion. Usually the corresponding energy splittings are of the 

order 10 cm 

W.-.thout going into detailes [8] it should be noted that sol

ving the corresponding Schrodinger equation and considering a 

Russell-Saunders coupling, the corresponding energy levels called 

terms are described by the quantum numbers (SLM,M„) or (SLJU) in 

which J ' S * L. Generally the interest is limited to the lowest 

term as ESR transitions usually can be observed between its suble-

vels. 

The next important interaction is the spin-orbit interaction 

which can be'written as 

VLS ' / „ / ' / feVfe *-6/fc*/rfc * cik:jh) < 4 > 



• jk' ~Sk - - -jfc - - - -•" 

same L and 5 the equation (4! can b;j rewritten as 

vLS * x H (b) 

where X is thu spin-orbit coupling; parameter. With an energy 

contribution of order 10 cm this interaction can he conside

red a perturbation. The calculations shew that every t^rm splits 

into a set of spectral multinlets described by the ouantum num

bers (JMj). 

Before proceeding to a further analysis of the free inn 

interaction'; it is worthwhile to disc uns the interaction between 

the paramagnetic ion and its envirnnement an this interaction 

yields splittings ranging from 10 cm for electrons located in 

the outer shells to 1u2 - 101 cm for those situated in the in

ner she 1 ]s. 

In an ionic solid the constituent ions may be considered 

to first order as motionless point charges locatec at sites of 

minimum electric potential. For a crystal these sites will be 

dirtributed throughout the space of the solid in some regular 

and periodic fashion so that each point, whether it will be an 

ion site or an arbitrary point, will possess overall as well as 

local symmetries which may be determined from the crystal struc

ture details. At each charge-free 'point of this structure, the 

electric field potential function V will necessarily satisfy 

Laplace's equation AV = 0. This is a consequence of the assump

tions of point charge immobility and of the total ionicity. Ar

guments based upon these idealizations will therefore be of li

mited utility since totally ionic as well as completely rigid 

structures are not realizable. However, such idealizations are 



quitu useful not only da models for supplying first-order approxi

mations but also as devices for elaborating upon various interac

tion processes. With this crystal field model, for any field point 

(*. 0, <p), the potential function can be expressed as 

This expression, which is real, may he simplified a great deal by 

taking advantage of the fact that each product function lnym[B,f) 
n 

is a solution to Laplace's equation so that equation (6) may be 

rewritten as 

A. n, w A. i. 

where * •, 6-, o. and e- are the coordinates ana the electric charge 
A. A. A. A. 

of the its crystal site, the index i. being summed over all sites. 

Equation (7) can also be written as 

v(«.e,,) - I AjWVe,,) (Q) 
n,m 

where each A is a constant determined by the charge distributions 

in the crystal lattice. It can be shown by symmetry arguments that 

for each type of lattice the number of nonvanishing terms in eq. 

(6) is rven smaller. Moreover, the terms with n £ 6 should not be 

taken into account in the crystal-field potential expression. This 

is a consequence of the rule 

<X,p[^|x,y'> - 0 (9) 

unless n 5 Z\ and m ' v - v' which must be considered into all 

energy level calculations. 

A5 soon as an ion is brought into a crystal and located at 

a normal lattice site, its energy spectrum will be in varying 



degrees altered as a consequence of the electric field generated by 

the other ions of the crystal. Depending upon its strength and sym

metry, this field whose potential is of the form given by eq. (8) 

will in principle produce some splittings of the (?S • 1)(2L * 1) -

fold degenerate term. This removal of degeneracy, also referred to 

as quenching of angular momentum, was firstly treated in a funda

mental manner by Bethe, who took account of crystalline point sym

metry through the application of the theory of groups- [9]. Aside 

from symmetry considerations, crystalline electric fields may be 

classified as being weak intermediate or strong, the classification 

refering to a comparison of the effects of the crystal-field rela

tive to the Russel 1-Saunders and spin-orbit coupling interactions. 

Examples of weak crystal-field effects are given by the rare-earth 

series ions incorporated in various hosts. In similar hosts ions of 

the incomplete 3d, 4d or 5d series provide examples of intermediate 

and strong crystal-field effects. 

As the crystal-field theory has been increasingly applied 

it, hpr-̂ me clear that the picture which used electrostatic field was 

too simple and more attention had to be given to molecular-orbital -

type models. However,.-..symmetry considerations usually decide the 

number of free parameters required, and will have to.be included in 

any nev/ theory. Thus the form of many of the crystal-field theory 

results will be retained, although with different natrix elements. 

Another step toward a better description of the interac

tions inside a crystal consists of taking into account the lattice 

vibrations. Their effect was firstly considered in order to explain 

the relaxation processes, and mainly the spin-iattico relaxation 

process. Speaking abuut this process it should be noted that in any 

http://to.be


rSk experiment in \*bicn microwave energy is surrlic^: to i -pin sv:-
tC'i", this energy -flows out. tc a tnerma] reservoir ! v a t̂ onan i .= .•-
wiich ^i«'ps a dif tcrercf of populations between t. hp renrnant 1 •" v •'•'..: 
c f the spin system, thus allowing the observation nf FSR aosorr'-
tion.' The block diagram 5 b c? „.-i n Ţ the stagrs involved in the flow c •" 
energy from tne microwave field into t^e thermal reservoir is snow.--
in figure 1. If we definp characteristic times T1 and T, 

Fie- ' 

then the time taken for energy tc travel from spins to '-arh i L; 
T -v. T + T. ( 1 ) ] 

The first' proposal of a spin-lattice interaction mechanio" 

goes far beyond in 193'J when Krcinig [ill] published wnat was essen

tially a phenomennlogica1 treatment of spin-lattice relaxation ba

sed upon the premise that "when the lattice vibratos, the orhi' •••" 

motion undergoes periodic changes due to variatienn in the elec

tric field of the crystal and these chanpns reati upon the spini 

causing them to alter their orientation with respect to the con

stant external magnetic field". 

In a modern language we may say that the lattice vibra

tions within the real crystal modulate the crystalline electric 

field acting upon the magnetic ion in question and thereby induce 

spin transitions. There is no direct interaction between the crys

tal-field of the lattice and the spin but there is between the 

lattice and the orbital motion of the electron and the spin is 

made aware of this through the spin-orbit interaction. 

Therefore our next problem will be to find the orbit-

lattice hamiltonian describing the above mentioned interaction. 

Let now examine the disturbance produced by a longitudinal wave 
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in the vicinity of the paramagnetic iar.. I" t hf? coord i njti'F of 

thr"e adjacent icns ft Mr ['tira-iafnp.'ic inn anr; ".-/n npflrost neigh -

;:curs] are x° , x° and x° [see fig. ,'} 

Fig. 2 

then in the presence cf tne lattice wnvr *-ht?sn will r:e~n^' x , 

X 2 ard x 3. where 

en) 
x = x. • H x ^ ) 

n C X 3 is some function of x dRsr.r i i:i r g tnt uave and jţ ( x • ) is its 
value for x £ x-. Fr;;n enuation (1') we have 

x3 - x, I a * arf'(*°) M2) 

\, - xa * a • ^ ' ( S ) (13) 

and 

[("3 - *a) - (xa - x()j % a
2r'(x°) (14) 

Thus in general, the mean separation of magnetic ion and ligand 

; s changed and furthermore (x, - x ) is no longer equal tn 

(x_ - X ., ) , i.e., there is no longer a centre of symmetry in the 

system. This impl'es not only a change in evnn order crystal-

field narameters hut the introduction of odd terms, however, it 

is known these odd terms have no matrix elements within a manifo 

of d or I states so they can he ne^l'Scted. The important point 

to note is that when both longitudinal and transverse waves are 

included, Llie crystal field expansion will contain terms such 

as V\ , V] , I/3 in addition tc morn familiar terms V° . V3 , V°, etc 
a 1 •* a 3 * 

The order of magnitude of these vibrating potentials will he 



that uf corresponding static terms reduced in the ratio of the lo
cal lattice strain e where 

( ş - » , ) - <«; - « ; > . « « 
o o a 

To see this formally, we '/rite the change in crysta 1-fiel.d 
potential due to lattice waves as 

n, m n,m 
in the same way as for the static field, where the coefficients 
a are simply the changes in the static coefficients A . As it n 

A„ <* a. we have 
n 

For order of magnitude estimates 

ăV • J A I/" % T l/"e (18) 
PI ** IT 

rt , AT n gtfi 

which represents with the approximation of a constant factor the 
orbit-lattice interaction Kamiltonian. 

It represents a time-dependent perturbation acting on the 
system of spins plus phonous, and is able to induce transitions 
of the kind |M,«V(v)> •+ | M - I, N(v) • 1>, where a paramagnetic 
i ^ jumps from state | M> to a lower state |M - J> losing a quan
tum of energy hv which is converted into lattice energy, i.e., a 
single phonon cf frequency v is created. 
For a two level system the characteristic relaxation time is gi
ven by 

r- - « a i o * « p ( - - ^ i ) } (is) 

so we need to calculate only the downward relaxation rate W ,. To 



;tandard result of time-denendent perturbation 

t necrv: 

a'ai * 7 7 l < » : W f l L
U > l o ( v ) i?^:) 

where I i> and I&> represent the initial and final states of the 

system of spins plus phonons and p(v) is the density of phonon 

states. As V operate only r:n electronic wave-functions and e an
il 3 

ly en phenun states, their matrix elements may fie separated e,-d 

we navs 

W * —K^J I "!?U > M < V • J|clM>|aolvJ 
2 1 h2 n,m n 2 

(21 ) 

iijt the strain matrix elements are those of the simple 

harmonic escalator 

2 - ('•' * >V'.M <,V * 1 > i ! V> 

so finally we have 

(22) 
?.'!v 

I 

T dpy5' 
(i2i7)v'M//t(^T)|*,Hl^|*l>| (23) 

where ^ is the density of the crystal. The difference between 

longitudinal and transverse sound velocities was neglected. As, 

it is often the experimental case, ry « / so we may write. 

» %(£|4)vM<s,^„a>, 
* n pv 

(24) 

showing that T is proportional to T a result which has been 

proved experimentally in many cases. 



III. HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS 

After this brief discussion of crystal-field effects we 
shall focus our attent^<Jn on hyperfine interactions due to 
coupling of the electrons with the electric and magnetic moments 
of the nucleus. 

Electrostatic hyperfine interaction 

We begin with the electrostatic hyperfine interaction 
- j -1| - ţ which although less important in practice (10 - 10 cm ) is 

conceptually simpler. Atomic energy levels are usually calcula
ted under the simplifying assumption of a point nucleus with a 
charge Zt. If the finite nuclear dimensions ore taken into ac
count, the changes in the atomic energy levels are exceedingly 
small, and for nuclear spins different from zero are best obser
ved through the removal of the degeneracy of atomic levels. The 
Hamiltonian responsible for the splittings can be obtained star
ting from the expression of the mutual electrostatic energy be
tween two charge distributions p (* ) and p in ) 

n n c »e 
p « ( 0 p-(*») <**-<**.. 

M - jf "V *l gV * e n (25) 
which can be expanded using the classical formula: 

i • - k « Î • 
,« • , \l I tT*TCt<V%>c* (•«••«> ( 2 6 ) 

where C?(8,ş) - /gl * ^y?(6»») are the normalised spherical 
harmonics. Neglecting the small penetration of the electrons 
inside the nucleus we take \ > it and write 

e n 

k,q 
(27) 



where 

Al - fp ( A )*fec2(e.,» )di 
k ' nv n ' n fev m. n ' n 

(28) 

If the state of nucleus is described by a wave function 

^ (R.....R.) of the coordinates of its A nucleons, the nuclear 
n A 

charge density can be written as the expectation value of the 

operator density of charge at the point * ,' 

where e- is »e for proton and zero for neutron. From (27) and 

(28) A? can be written as an expectation value A? = < ^ 2 > where 

H - i'Acli*i-*<) ( 3 0 > 
R., 8., 4. being the polar coordinates of the A nucleons. Simi

larly 8? is the expectation value of the electron operator 8?. 

where 

i{ - -e Î *-Cfc*1}fJ(V^> (3D 

The energy of electrostatic intsraction between the 

electrons and the nucleus is then the expectation value of a 

Hamiltonian 

ft.q 

From (30) and (31) it is clear the operators A? and 8? 

are tensor operators of order fe. The tensor operator A? with 

Zk * J components A? is called the multipole moment of order fc 

of the nucleus. 

For diagonal matrix elements which interests us odd 



values of fc are forbidden if we assume, as seems well established 

experimentally, that stationary nuclear states have well defined 

parities. In particular, nuclei should have no permanent electric 

dipole moments (fc - J) as was experimentally established. 

The term k • 0 of the electrostatic interaction corres

ponds to the simple case of coupling with n point charge Ze. 

Since nuclear radius JJ is much smaller than electronic radius a, 

K fc 

the various terms of W_ dpcrea-.e rapidly, roughly as (—) . For 

this reason there is little experimental evidence of electrosta

tic interactions for k > t and usually only quadrupole interac

tions are considered. 

The components of the nuclear quadrupole moment operator 

can be written in the form: 

A*' • *'/jltizl{xi i i¥l) (33) 

According to the Wigner-Eckart theorem the Â* has for a 

nuclear spin I, within the manifold of the ttl * f) substates 7 
' z 

• m the same matrix elements as the Hermitian tensor operator for

med from the components of the vector 1, 

a*' • ;<IH«U>y/|(IzI4 • 1tlt). (34 Î 

â" • <i|ioii>/J i* 

In the same manner for the electronic operator s9 it is 



possible to write equivalent operators in the limit of a LS term, 

K ' -e<*"*><l««Al>y[3l* - «-<*.•»>) 

*V ' ««^'xUUM^fCV* • Ltlz) (35) 
*!a • -*<*I3XUI«U>I'L.! 
a q I t 

'whare <* > is the mean value of the third power of electron dis-o 
t >ncB from nucleus, averaged over the electronic-wave functions. 

Finally, we find the electric quadrupole interaction Ha-
niltonian for an ion with LS couplirg to DR given by 

"E - - TŢ7T=ij^Lla,,L>l7inl ' Ui*0](3Î  - !(M)] * 

where 

<IllollI> • jr\°f.j\ (37) 

and the factors <Ulal|i> are listed in tables [6], 
In electron spin resonance we encounter somatimes the 

difficulty, which exists also for free atoms, of deciding what 
value to use for the quantity <*"*>. The most used hypothesis is 
that it has the same value as the parameter <* > that appears in 
the magnetic hyperfine structure and that it can be determined 
from the latter if the value of the nuclear magnetic moment is 
known independently. However, the distortion of the charge cloud 
of the inr.̂ r closod shells of electrons produces an appreciable 
change in the electric field gradient at the nucleus due to mag
netic electrons in cpntrast to the analogous effect (diamagnetic 
shielding) in the magnetic case, which is quite small and 



generally negligible compared to other effects that produce uncer

tainties in the v&.je of <*' >, particularly in solids. We may 

formally represent the effect of this distortion by wafting <* *> 

1'-*-)<*"^where the contributions to K from the various closed 

shells may be eithep positive (shielding) or negative (antishiel-

ding). 

flagnetic hyperfine interaction 

This interaction is usually stronger (10 - 10* cm ) 

than the electrostatic hyperfine interaction. The theory can be 

developed along the same lines as for the electrostatic interac

tions, that is. to assign electric-current densities to the elec

trons and to the nucleus and to calculate their interactions ac

cording to the laws of classical electromagnetism. One would thus 

define magnetic multipole operators for the nucleus which like the 

electric ones, would be tensor operators of integral order fc. If 

one recalls the opposite parity properties of the electric field 

and of the magnetic field it is understandble that evon, rather 

than odd values of fc are forbidden for permanent magnetic multi-

poles. The first nonvanishing nuclear magnetic multipole is thas 

a magnetic dipolc, the next a magnetic octopole. As magnetic octo-

poles have never been observed by means of magnetic resonance in 

bulk matter w« shall limit ourselves at discussing the interac

tion with magnetic dipoles. 

In the non-relativistic Pauli description of the electron 

the Hamiltonian in the presence of a potential A is 

where S is the spin of electron and 



A * JLî_i . v x Jf (39) 
* S * 

is the potential vector A of a magnetic dipol u> 
The spin dependent part of (36) can then be written as 

where only terms linear in A were taken into account. 
The magnetic interaction of the nuclear moment with the 

electron spin W^ » <*»'Hs'*e> is o b t a i n B d bv multiplying (41) bţ 
the elec-.ronic density p • •%, and integrating over the elec
tron coordinates. For * * 0, H- as given by (40) is a regular 
function where the fir^t term is equal to 

H' - g 8 {lilililil - L Î } (41) 

which is the usual dipole-dipole interaction and the second term 
vanishes because of Laplace's equation. 

When \ tends toward zero the first term Hi of (40) be
haves like a spherical harmonic of order 2 under a rotation of * 
the coordinate system. Hence if • is expanded in a sum. of sphe
rical harrtonics 4> * E*i*z* *n8 on^y nonvanishing contribution 
to <*e

,n'5,*e> will come from terms <+,lff£l + , ,> such that L*L'%2. 

Because a wave function +, is of order * near the origin in the 

matrix element <*JHil*. ,> • •?"'c*it* dtidK the integrand varies 
IL*L' *2-3) as K and the corresponding integral always remains fi

nite since L*L' îs Î. According to the theory of the Coulomb po

tential the second term of (41) is equal to iig 0 I M 6 ( « ) and by 

integration gives iig^lvl *e(tf) I * which is finite for A «lec-

trons and zero for others. 

Now we can write the Hamiltonian for the magnetic 



interaction of the electron with the nucleus as 

« ' "eViVfc - *~ -}l^Td • r^6(^] (42) 

In terms of equivalent operators within a ground term 

(L.S) of electrons for which t * 0 the magnetic hyperfine coup

ling can then be written as 

«• seeesnBn<*~3>[(f F) • rtd'Ott s ) - f - a ' ? ) ( L S ) - f tUs)U i)l 
(43) 

where 

t - ;j5<l l«IL> (44) 

The configuration interaction method 

In the calculations of the crystal-field effects we have 

assumed that the configuration is a good quantum number and on 

the basis of this assumption we would have expected equation 

(43) to give reasonable agreement with experiment. In fact, in 

the important case of iron group ions the agreement is very 

poor. The explanation resides in the fact that 4-electrons, es

pecially those of low principal quantum nur-oer n have hyperfine 

couplings very much stronger than those of other electrons with 

t + 6. It follows that if a term (L.S) whose ground configura

tion has no unpaired ^-electrons, contains a small admixture of 

functions belonging to configurations with unpaired i-electrons, 

there may be an appreciable change in the hyperfine coupling al

though all other prcperties of the ground term remain practically 

unchanged. It is therefore reasonable to leak for small admixtures 

that contain unpaired ^-electrons into the ground configuration. 

The conventional configuration assigned to the ions of 

the iron group ions in their ground state is 



C0 • »4224a2p*54a3p*3dn (45) 

In the ground term constructed from this configuration 

according to Hundt's rule the total spin S is either n/î or 5 -

n/1 depending on whether n £ 5 or n i -. This configuration does 

not allow for a term such as A.I S « -jJ q 6„<* >Kl S in the 

hyperfine Hamiltonian however such a term is found to be neces

sary in order to fit the experimental data. It is convenient to 

introduce a quantity x characteristic of the density of unpaired 

spins at the nucleus: 

x ' P<l^\)Skz>SzXS (45) 

Its expectation value is to be taken over state S » S 

of the ground term, x is related to K by 

K<*~*> = - jx (47) 

For each ion of the iron group x is found to depend lit

tle on the surroundings of the ion, which tiakes it plausible 

that it is a feature of the free ion. x is also found experimen

tally to vary little (no mre than 251) inside the iron group 

ions [13,14]. 

Let us denote by C, the excited configuration 

C, - l422A22p*3*X*3p*3dn • J*RA(C0 - 34*) (48) 

whera R4 means an 4-orbital which is orthogonal to all the 4-or

bitala of C„• In that case the new wave function of the spin 

system is 

«-• a<|.0 • 04-, (49) 

where fs is a small arbitrary quantity. 

It was hoped by Abragam and J?ryce [15] that the bulk of 



the anomalous nyperfire structure? in the iron group was due to ths 

configuration C., and a numerical calculation of x was attempted 

leading [l6j to a value of x = -G.3 x 10 a.u. instead of the ex

perimental value x = -3 a.u. 

As a result of such failures calculations of anomalous hy-

perfine structures were done latter using the so-called core pola

rization method to te described further. 

The method of cor° polarization 

The idea of magnetic'polarization cf an atomic or ionic 

core of closed electronic shells by an unfilled external shell 

with a total spin S originates in the earlier work of Sternheiner 

[17]. 

The idea is physically very simple; let us consider a pa-

ramagnecic ion, say Fe in the state S * S * *j where the spins 

of its five 3d electrons are all "up". The electrostatic repulsion 

between an 4-electron of an inner shell with spin up, say IA and 

these 3d electrons will not be the same as for the electron li 

as a consequence of the exclusion principle which prevents two 

electrons with parallel spins from occupying the same position in 

space. 

Ths main task of any theory would be consequently to cal

culate the spin densities differences at origin of spins up and 
V 

down, 

* " T-l(^U{0)^ • I*âmi2} (51) 

In contrast to the configuration interaction approach cue 

wave function 4> for the ground state is now written as a single 

Slater determinant constructed solely from orbitals belonging to 



the unperturbed configuration C . The difference from the conventi-

onal function <j,0 is in the use of trial wave functions where P ,{y) 

is not required to be equal to P »(Y ) . This method is called the 

unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) method. We shall not describe the 

procedure used for writing down and solving the equations obeyed by 

the spin-polarized orbitals in (UHF) method. Details and bibliogra

phy can be found in the review articles of Freeman and Watcon 

(13,14] What is interesting is the fact that the calculated values 

-of x are in surprisingly good agreement with experiment considering 

uncertainties involved in calculation. The calculation shows that 

the electronic densities behave as if electrons with parallel spins 

did attract each other. This is why, for the inner shells 1i, ?4 

where electrons with spins up are attracted away from the nucleus 

by 3d electrons, the spin density is negative, ^.e., opposite to 

the orientation of the ionic spin. On the other hand the spin den

sity is positive for 3& and 44 electrons. 

Finer effects in the hyperfine structure of ESR spectra 

Due to the discovery of electron-nuclear double resor.ince 

(ENOOR) T.ethod by Feher [18] the accuracy of hyperfiru? structure 

parameters measurements greatly increased. Consequently, smaller 

effects could be observed and measured by ESR technique. Such an 

effect is the hyperfine structure anomaly related to the finite 

size of atomic nuclei. 

When an electron gets into the nucleus the magnetic proper, 

ties of the latter cannot be considered anymore as those of a point 

-like magnetic moment. Instead the electron deals with the detailed 

distribution of the magnetization inside" the nucleus which has a 



part due to the magnetic suin-moments of the individual nucii;'.'u? 

and a nart related tn t'eir nrt.ital motion, f >r *• v o liffrrert 

isntooes these di o tri hut I T S <~>=ty nave different Thames and the 

ratio of their contribution:-, to the magnetic vvrcrfiic structure 

has no reason to he equal tn the ratio of fh.p nuclear magnetic 

•moment s . 

Another effect related to the former is the fact that 

although two isotopes have the same ohorge it, this charge may .ne 

distributed differently inside the twe nuclei, which :'s another 

reason why the ratio of the hyperfine structures may differ from 

that of the nuclear moments. 

Let A'l'S and A"I"S fje the scalar parts of the hyperfine 
4 4 

interactions for two isotopes with spins I' and I" and magnetic 

~* -* 
moments u' and y". The hyperfine anomaly can he defined as the 

parameter c resulting from the relation: 

X * " p O - 0 152) 

The ratios A'/A" and a'/a" can he obtained from FNOOh 
4 4 sn 3n 

measurements. Consequently r. can he compared with ;he theoreti

cal values derived from nuclear models thus providing a test of 
- o 

their validity. For light nuclei t is 10 but for heavy ones 

c > 1 % whiiîh could be observed experimentally. However in the 

analysis of tNDOR data one should be very careful an other ef

fects like second order magnetic hyperfine structure or pseudo-

nuclear Zeeman effects could simulate a hyperfine anomaly. 



* ̂  p f e m p e r -3 ture 'inpendpncF o f h y: 1 s rfine c nur ling of S-state 

'. : • n s 

:;oms yp^rs ago .i'alr,"i, lenner anrj fj i cenher y-er studying the 

tencErature der rnclticn o c the ivprrfinf coupling nf Mn~ 'r' M^C1 

Ivjvi: o:.served e dpcreasp nf t^e hynerfine coupling rarametpr A with 

increasing t emjoera t urt: wtiei:js ^v'ircs ta t i c pressure experiment r, 

predicted an incrnasc of A with temperature oausea by tinrnai ex

pansion of the lattice. T he interpretation of this behaviour as gi

ven by 3 i n -; n p K. and Orhack [2G] is based on a mechanism which invol

ves ->b- i:!'riyture of excited configurations cf the form 3d n& into 

the ground 3d configuration by a dynamic phonon- induced noncubic 

field. Since this dynamic field is electrostatic in charcter the 

admixed -i-states will have spin parallel to the spin of the 3d 

ground state. This will result in a net decrease of hyperfine field 

since th*> hyper-fins coupling in the ground 3d configuration is 

urinariiy produced by core polarization. Because use is made cf 

pl'cncn to induce the j-like admixtures, the net change in hyperfine 

f i •: 1 d will be proportional tc the mean square strain <e >, quantity 

v.--ioh increases as the fourth power of the temperature at low tem-

;;^ra:jri!S . 

In crdrr to estimate; this effect quantitatively a perturba

tion approach i'j used for the computation of strain induced 4-

a onix tur' s. 

Co: vi, tional perti:rr.at ion theory yields 

where <* label.-; the particular 3d orbital being considered and 



1/ ,,, = V t / ( r , 2 ) r ( r r , m ) r ( r . r ) • 
m*d.z • 

j v(r ,2)c(r ? . P I ) E ( : , - m ) ( - i ) ' 
'• V 50 ' V 3(7 ' V 5(1 ' X ' 

m = ± 1 . o r 

Hero f ( T - ,m) j r c I i - • •': Î̂ r c c r j i n s t i ons o f • ruj s t r v l n t f l f ^ o r c c r c : -

n e n t s * r j n s f ijpmi r i- 3s t.'in m fiut v n c t u r o f h " r • I r r e d u c i b l e r ' " 

u r u . ' i ' î n t a t i c n o f cu t . i c p r u u n , C f r • 2.m) a: ; thr; r , - r m a i i 7 e d sph<--
4.0 

r i c a l h-irnon i c~ . • Tf'^ c o u p l i r g parernE? t n r s :a l e u 1 -v. «d ' i n A c o i n t 

charge a p p r n x i n ^ t i c m a i - . 
v(r ,2) 

v 3(3 ' 9 R3 

4ee 
, i/(r .2) Uil C j b ! 

R-

Performing the computations, the new g"i und statp 

min ant wj 11 br 

1. 3ri._ 3d 

and the perturtatRd hyperfine ficld is found from the matrix 

'npn ţ c " 

», *H. 
•hyp " r V e ^ z - t 6 ^ 

Finally one obtains the hyperfine coupling constant 

A(T) = MO) 

(S7) 

e/r 3, (58) 

In the abgv/B equation 6 is 'the averaged Oebye temperature of 

the crystal, and C is a parameter depeneing on the properties of 

the crystal lattice. The calculations were performed in the long 

wave-length approximation. 

Although the value of C calculated by Simahsk and Orback 

»as an order of magnetude too small, the form of the above rela
ţia 

tion fitted very well the results of Walsh Jr. et al. Latter, 



Menne, Amos and Lor: [--l] extended tha thuory cf Simanek and Drbach 

to rjre-earth ions in cubic Gymrnetry and obtained the exnressicn. 

A(T) = A(0) I - CTe / 
6/T..5 x*dx CJ9) 

.> 
>nd Huang [-3] have greatly improved the fit to C by including 

0 C -Î 

They fitted this expression to their measured temperature varia

tion of A for Eu in Caf and found pxcellent agreempnt with the 

fcrm of the variation, although their calculated C valjn was again 

an ordT of magnitude i-in small. 

Several masons wnre «uinoossed to contribute to the dis

crepancy between experimental and calculated- val ues of C- "'"he 

inadequancy of the point -charge model in calculations of the orbit 

-lattice coupling constant is well known [20,22]. Indeed Simanek 

ar 

covalency effects. An other source of errors could be the use of 

2 * 
the long wavelength approximation. Meanwhile, measurements on Mn 

* 

in Ca.0 and SlQ [24] and in SaO [25] revealed that in the latter 

two hosts the region of linear variation extended to a temperature 

too low to be consistent with Simaneck and Orbach theory. It was 

pointed out in both cases that the lattice conditions favor a low 

force constant accompanying the impurity and therefore a modifica

tion of the Debye spectrum owi.ng to the existence of a low frequen

cy resonant mode. 

An improved version of the theory for rare-earth S-state 

ions in cubic crystals was'developed latter by Henne [26] and by 

Lue and Huang [27]. It incorporates a computation procedure valid 

over the entire phonon-wavelength range and contributions from both 

the acoustic branch based on a Debye spsctrum and the optical bran

ches based on an Einstein spectrum are determined. A good qualita

tive agreement with experimental data on Eu2* in CaTz, S*Fa and 



BaFa was obtained. Also, recently the temperature dependence of hy-
perfine splitting of Od in Tli02 could be explained [28] only, in 
the frame of this improved theory. However, like in the previous 
case, the quantitative agreement between experimental and calcula-
ted values of the coefficients was very poor. It seems that covalen-
cy and overlap should be considered seriously in any future theory. 
Despite these difficulties, it should be noted that valuable infor
mation concerning the lattice vibrations like the Debye temperature 
[29] or the presence of local modes of oscillations [24,25] have 
been already obtained using.this effect. 

The observation of nuclear isotopic shift in ESR 

Although the isotope effect in ESR is expected to be very 
small, the group of Marshall et al., has been able to report such an 

effect studying the ESR spectra of substitutional Fe in calcite 
j 

[30] and substitutional C* in MgO in sites with axial symmetry 
[31]. This effect was observed as a slight magnetic field displace
ment between the effective fine structure components if Fese and 
Fe isoluptis in the first caso, respecţiv«ly of Cl and C.K in 
the second case. 

The observation of this effect became possible due to fol
lowing facts: Ci) the paramagnetic ions had at least' two isotopes, 
each in sufficient abundance tn be readily detectable and their 
spectral components were completly resolvsd, (ii) the system had a 
nonzero crystal field splitting pnergy, (iii) the crystal-field 
splitting energy was sufficiently large compared to the widths of 
the resonance absorptions that its magnitude may be determined to 
within one part in 10 , (iv) the resonance lines were sufficiently 



narrow and the EPR spectrometer had enough stability and magnetic 

field homogeneity in order to ensure an accuracy equivalent to 

determining absorption-line field positions to within i 1H mOp. 

To develop a satisfactory interpretation of the isotope 

effect in the ESR absorption spectrum of a crystal-ion system, it 

would te advantageous if there existed a wel1-estab11 shed theory 

to account for the 20 parameter determining the splitting of the 

ground term in an axial crystal-field. The inadequacy of the 

crystal-field theory in dealing with this problem led to con-

sidereble work in this area which involved application of confi

guration mixing and covalency reduLtirn of local symmetry, etc. 

Consequently, rather than attempting to incorporate all interac

tions in theory and then deriving the izotope effect, a simpler 

approach was adopted by Marshall et al. [31]. 

In this approach the splitting in question is assumed to 

arise from some inturactions which,ip the second order, connsct the 

ground term with the eth^r noncubic terms of this ion The form 

of sucn a splitting is taken to be 

where l/(p) is a matrix element which connects | p>, an excited 

rroncubic term of the ion, with |0>, the ground term. This forma

lism enjoys the advantage of being adaptable to take account rf 

the fact that the paramagnetic ion along with its host is a dyna

mical system. It means that in fact each electronic level is a 

manifold potential well with each sheet of the manifold associa

ted with a specific osci 1 lational mode of the crystal - ion sys

tem, each virtual transition of the second order perturbation ex

pression in Fq. (£30) taking place between electron-vibration 



states rather that between pure electronic states. Thus, a given 

magnetic resonance absorption line will appear as the superposi

tion of all such individual absorptions and its mean-field posi

tion will be determined by a Boltzman averaging of the crystal-

field splitting energy. With the above assumptions the mean crys

talline field splitting energy for a given mode of oscillation 

can be written as 

where AC(p) • E(p) - HO). 8E « U*j)hu>' - {n*j)ku, a and w' are 

the frequencies characteristic of the given mode of oscillation 

in the ground and excited electronic states, respectively and 

the |«> and l*> refer to oscillator wavefunction of the ground 

and excited electronic states- respectively. With soma specific 

assumptions [31] regarding the nature of the potential wells as

sociated with the ground and excited electronic wells, equation 

(61) greatly simplifies and yields the following approximate re

sults 

*£ = - £JLJ± *H (62) 

o o 

This equation provides three predictions: (i) that the 

isotopic shift in 0 should be proportional to the chanţe in nu
clear mass (*H that the temperature dependence of 60 should be 
similar but of opposite sign to the temperature dependence of n; 
and (iii) that a reasonable estimate of 80/Po should be obtaina
ble from data on temperature dependence of p. The first predic
tion explains the data on Fe * in calcite [30]. In this case !t 

was found that the shift in th.3 crystal-field parameters of ft97 



with respect to Fe 6 is of opposite sign and half that of the shift 

•For Fes . The second prediction is also fulfilled as the tempera-

ture dependence of 6V tor 0* isotope relative to C* goes in op

posite direction with the temperature dependence of V. Finally. 

from the experimental data for V a relative isotope shift in V for 

cromium was calculated to be cf the order of 1 Dart in 10 , which 

is the shift experimentally observed [31]. 
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